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ABSTRACT
In this study, we propose a method that uses machine
learning to infer the intentions of visiting places or attending events from Twitter. Our method aims at distinguishing similar but different intentions such as "Want to
go'' and "Confirm to go.'' We describe the outline of our
proposed method. We also discuss several research challenges in preparing training data, extracting useful features,
and building accurate classification models.
Keywords: Twitter, intentions, events, spatio-temporal data,
machine learning

1. INTRODUCTION
In a microblogging service Twitter, people tweet about
various aspect of their real-world experiences such as visiting places or attending events. Extracting such information
from Twitter is an important technique for estimating the
popularity of places or events, which will be used in recommendation and navigation systems.
So far, there have been several studies for extracting people's real-world experiences from blogs or Twitter [1,2,3].
These studies mainly focused on past information such as
reports from people actually visited certain places or events.
Such information is useful for estimating the popularity of
places or event in the past or present. However estimating
the popularity of places or event in the future will be more
useful when visitors make travel plans or owners/organizers
prepare to accommodate their visits. In Twitter, people frequently tweet about their ongoing activities including future
plans. Therefore, in this study, we try to extract people's
intentions about visiting places or attending events from
Twitter.
We are interested in detecting different kind of intentions
of visits, such as "Confirm to go", "Want to go" and "Have
been there before."
Fig.1 shows the outline of our method. Tweets related to
a certain place or event are collected from Twitter. Each
tweet is determined whether it belong to one of the three
classes, "Confirm to go", "Want to go" or "Have been there
before", using SVM-based classifiers [4,5].
We adopt a machine-learning-based approach to extracting intentions of visits from Twitter. Sample tweets are collected from Twitter and manually classified into the four
classes (three intention-related classes and the "No intention" class). These labeled data are used as training data for
machine-learning-based classifiers such as SVMs.

Fig.1 Outline of the proposed method

2. PROPOSED METHOD
2.1 Collecting tweets from Twitter
In our research, we use the function search of Twitter4j
[6] to extract the data that match the input query, which is
the name of a specific place or event, such as "Tokyo Sky
Tree" or "Sapporo Snow Festival."
2.2 Using 5 features instead of the text to construct feature vectors
The characteristics of tweets are as follows:
1. The text of the tweet is short
2. There may be some mistakes in the text
3. It has a lot of new words that created by the users
Because of the characteristics of tweets, in our research
we use 5 features that extract from the text of tweets instead
of the whole text of tweets.
We find out that the term frequency of the auxiliary
words “たい” and “た” can reflect the intentions in our
research. While the text may contains more than one auxiliary word “たい” ,we have to confirm that whether the verb
which is modified by the auxiliary word has the relationship
to our input. To solve this problem, we calculate the distance between our input and the auxiliary word. If there is
just one auxiliary word	
  “たい”, we will calculate the distance between the input and the auxiliary word directly.
Sometimes there are more than one auxiliary words in the
text of tweet. Under this situation, we will calculate the
average distance between the auxiliary word and the input
as our feature distance.
Then, we find out that there may be some time expressions in the text of tweet which can reflect the tense of the
contents that can help us infer the intentions. So we use the
tense as a feature to conduct the feature vector.
Finally, the feature vector is as follows:
𝑣! = (𝑡𝑓! , 𝐷! , 𝑡𝑓! , 𝐷! , 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒)
Which i is the ID of the tweet, 𝑡𝑓! is the term frequency
of the auxiliary word ”たい”, 𝐷! is the distance from the
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input to the auxiliary word ”たい”, 𝑡𝑓! is the term frequency of the auxiliary word ”た”, 𝐷! is the distance from
the input to the auxiliary word ”た”, tense is the tense of the
contents that we use 1 to represent the future tense and -1 to
represent the past tense. If there is no tense expression in the
text, the value of the tense is 0.
2.3 Using SVMs to classify the intensions
In this part, we will first label the data manually to build
training data. We prepare a set of place names and event
names and build training data for each place name or event.
We can confider two different classification models. One
is place/event dependent classification models and the other
is place/event independent classification models. The
former is used to infer the intentions of visits to known
places or events, while the latter is used to infer the intentions of visits to new/unknown events.
To build a place/event dependent model, an SVM is
trained for each place/event using the training data collected
for the place/event. To build a place/event independent
model, a common SVM is trained using training data collected for different places and events.

3.EXPERIMENT
In this part, we will talk about several experiments to see
whether the features work or not. We designed 3 experiments.
We used the different combinations of the features to
conduct the feature vectors. Then used the SVM-Light to do
the classification and observed the accuracy on the test set.
3.1 Experiment 1
In this experiment, we used the term frequency of the
auxiliary word ”たい” and “た” to conduct the feature vector. The training data consist of 200 tweets from twitter that
have intentions and 200 tweets that do not have intentions.
The test data are 50 tweets about “富士山” which are made
of 25 tweets that have intentions and 25 tweets that do not
have intentions. The result of the experiment is that the accuracy on test set is 81.33%. Then we chose the training
data as 200 tweets from twitter that have the intention of
“want to go” and 200 tweets that have intention of “have
been there”. The test data are 50 tweets about “富士山”
which are made of 25 tweets that have the intention of
“want to go” and 25 tweets that have intention of “have
been there”. The accuracy on test set is 92%.
3.2 Experiment 2
In this experiment, we used the term frequency of the
auxiliary word ”たい” and “た” and also the average distance from the name of the event to the auxiliary word “た
い” and “た” to conduct the feature vector. The training
data and the test data are the same as the data in experiment
1.
3.3 Experiment 3
In this experiment, we used the combination of the features in experiment 2 and the feature tense to conduct the
feature vectors. The training data are the same as the data in
experiment 1 and experiment 2.Then we chose 50 tweets
that have the intention of “want to go” and 50 tweets that
have the intention of “confirm to go” as the training data.
The test data are 10 tweets about “富士山” that have the
intention of “want to go” and another 10 tweets about

“富士山” that have the intention of

“confirm to go”.

4. FUTURE WORK
In Twitter, there are few tweets related to intentions of
visits while tweets with no intentions of visits are abundant.
To obtain a sufficient number of tweets containing intentions, we have to sample a large number of tweets. This
causes a large cost in manually labeling the training data.
To reduce this cost, we have to first filter out tweets that
have low possibilities of containing intentions. This filter
can be build by using hand-coded heuristics or using machine learning techniques.
Even though the filter can reduce the number of tweets to
be labeled, manual labeling will be still labor-intensive. We
consider using crowdsourcing such as Amazon Mechanical
Turk (AMT) [7] to reduce the cost of labeling.
There are several research challenges to enabling the
proposed method described above. We will use the temporal
difference between an event and a tweet to infer the intention of attending an event . The difference between the time
of the event and the time of the tweet will be useful information. When the events or the places do not have a start
time, we consider the t as 0.

5.CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a method that uses machine
learning to infer the intentions of visiting places or attending events from Twitter. We described the outline of
our proposed method and discussed several research challenges.
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